
Making the Most Out of Your Blogging Efforts 



!  Part of the Inbound Certification Course 

!  79% of marketers reported inbound ROI from blogging 

!  43% of companies have acquired a customer through their blog 

!  A blog changes the tone of the communication with prospective customers from 
sales to education & information 

!  Inbound links amplify your potential 

!  A simple checklist of “must-haves” can help ensure each post is optimized to the 
max and get you on the right foot 
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!  A specific buyer persona (keep your audience in mind) 

!  A specific topic per post (break large ideas into smaller pieces and think of the 
questions you are addressing and answering in each one) 

!  Consistency & Frequency (keep your tone the same across posts, establish a 
schedule and don’t lose momentum) 

!  Use proper HTML formatting to help search engines figure out your blog too. (Use 
<h2> and <h3> tags to delineate subtopics and important key phrases. Use <ul>, 
<ol> and <li> tags to create lists. Name images properly and use keywords in all of 
these.) 

!  Internal Links (Include links to other site pages (at least 3 per blog post), using 
anchor text that reflects the topic of the link.) 

!  Always have a next step (Include a CTA at the end of every post to help direct 
readers to the next step, idea, conversion, etc.) 
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!  Use Hubspot’s SEO tool to double check all of these are in each post 
!  Keywords in Title 
!  Meta description includes keywords and is not more than 140 characters (remember, this 

is usually the part that populates auto-text in social posts, so write something snazzy!) 
!  Image file name (image3.jpg means nothing to anyone. 10-tips-for-lead-generation.jpg 

sure does) and alt tags 
!  Internal links where relevant and anchor text that reflects the link destination and 

keywords 
!  Don’t forget, many of your readers will be viewing on a smartphone or tablet! 
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!  It’s easy to say “blog 3x a week”—but not always so easy to do it. 
!  In the beginning, it might feel arbitrary 
!  It might feel too difficult to come up with ideas 
!  It might feel like you are speaking to… no one. 
!  My mother is my only reader—and she doesn’t like my stuff. 

!  Get Inspired 
!  Competitor Research 
!  Keyword Research 
!  Industry Topics 
!  Repurposing Old Posts 
!  Hubspot Idea Generator / Blog Blueprint 
!  Plan Ahead and Break into Tasks and Chunks of Work 
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!  Options for creating blog content: 
!  Internal, one dedicated person or team 
!  Internal, leveraging the input of many departments 
!  External, hiring a freelancer 
!  External, using a content service (TextBroker, Writer Access, Scripted.com, etc) 
!  A little bit of column A, B and C… 

!  Options for creating images: 
!  Finding Images to Use: 

!  Get an image bank account 
!  Use common use image (http://creativecommons.org/)  

!  Editing for Posts: 
!  Use a simple image editor to resize, add text, etc. 
!  Hire a freelancer / graphic designer 
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!  Creating a great blog post is barely half the 
work. What you do with the blog post is what 
really counts. 

!  Proper HTML, on site formatting tells search 
engines what it is and when it might be 
appropriate to offer it to someone as a search 
result. But that is still only part of the work. 

!  Adding CTAs and down funnel opportunities 
helps draw your readers along a journey. But 
how do we get people to see them? 

!  Creating as many opportunities for exposure is 
YOUR job—with Hubspot’s help of course 
!  To start—make sure as many pages as relevant 

include a recent blog post listing in the template… 
and a form to subscribe to your blog! 
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!  Every blog post should be shared. 
!  All your company social networks upon 

posting—and then reposted at later dates with 
new messages and engagement 
opportunities.  

!  Use Social Inbox & Publishing to create 
everything at once so you don’t have to 
remember later! 

!  Leverage company professionals—sales 
teams, founders, etc who have audiences that 
are interested in the content. Auto-post to 
LinkedIn Groups, as LinkedIn individuals, 
Facebook individuals, etc. 
!  BE CAREFUL not to get spammy—postings 

should have unique messages and feel authentic. 
Company heads shouldn’t all be posting the 
same message about a new post or posting in 
every single group in which they are a member. 
Share, but be strategic and conscientious. 
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!  Re-publish on self-publishing 
platforms (LinkedIn is a popular one) 
and use as PR pitches to industry 
blogs, etc. who are always eager for 
content (note, they may ask you for an 
exclusive) 

!  Make sure common RSS readers / blog 
aggregators have your blog (Feedly is 
one example) 
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!  The best blog posts have a long shelf 
life—and a wide reach. 
!  Turn great blog posts into white papers, 

guides or free downloads to create new 
content you can use for CTA conversions.  
!  Include on your website 
!  Post to directories such as Slideshare, to 

LinkedIn profiles as media, etc. 
!  Use automated RSS emails to push your 

blog posts out to your best audience—
your current prospect list. 
!  Hubspot Email Tool will create RSS emails 

automatically and send to your chosen lists 
at the chosen time. 

!  Track opens, clicks and engagement on a 
post level—and drive prospects to new 
conversions with targeted CTAs in the email 
template as well as in blog posts. 
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!  For anyone either 
!  Already using paid search or digital advertising 
!  Or dreaming of putting their content in front of 

fresh audiences without waiting for them to come 

!  Social Media and Digital Advertising Platforms 
Allow You To Target Audiences at your budget 
!  Facebook Sponsored Content 
!  LinkedIn Sponsored Content 
!  AdRoll Retargeting (Facebook, Twitter, Google) 
!  Outbrain Self Serve Platforms (and others) 
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!  Use Hubspot’s blog dashboard and 
analytics to see how posts perform 

!  Track CTA conversions, views, 
sources, etc. 

!  Don’t be afraid to pivot if certain 
topics are a hit and others are a bust. 

!  Remember that none of this exists in 
a bubble—each blog post needs the 
same effort as the last. Set aside time 
to get them done and leverage 
outside resources to help you as you 
need them. 
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Questions, Comments and Ideas for Future HUG Meeting Topics? 

Please Share Them! 
 

Andrea Boccard, HUG Leader 
LongIslandHUG@gmail.com | 631.889.0949 
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